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ABSTRACT

, , To discusi ways'to help strengthen:family systems was
the purpose,* a Wingspread Conference held in Racine,,Uisconsi. The
conference'was sponsored.by the Coalition for the White House
.07,sterence on Families, in: cooperation with the. Johnson Foundation.
Thererare'ten sections'tC the report, including a brief introduction
which prdvides background information on the conference: Section two,
"The State 'alf the Family," presents statistics kto show how the family
is changing.Sertion three, "What Sort of Help Does the Family Need ?'"
discusses thesislanger of having a family policy. and the role of
service professionals. "The DiffiCulty of Being Specific about Family
'PolicYw-is dealt with in the fourth section'. As soon as deliberations
become specific, a variety of Constituencies witha variety of
agendas soon discover that they may agree.only in the general concern.
Tor the family. Sections,five through eight describe various support'
'systems -to the family, including selfhelp, neighborhoods, religion,
and ethnicity. Families do not live and fpnction as isolated units,
but haVe informal and complex .relations with several networks that
provide support and sustenance. Section n4ne deals with family policy
considerations. Whether-Or not fedeial policy is too crude and clumsy,
an instrument for dealing with the diversity of families and their
.variety Of-needs is dlicussed. The concluding section provides an
overview of what was accomplished at the conference. A list'of
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A Wingspread, Report'

Streriaties.Through
Informal. Support Systems'

Familigs do not live and function as
isolated units. but have informal and
complex relations with several
networks that provide support and
sustenance. These support systems
kin networks. voluntary associations.
neiOhborhood4,.. self -help groups,
ethnic and. religious affiliations
were the subject- of this' Wingspread
conference sponsored by the Coali-
tion for the White Housd Conference
on Families. in cooperation with The
-Johnson Foundation. The conference
also discussed informal support
systems as structures that mediate
between individuals and "institutions
of power." celebrated the diversity of
American families and American
culture. anticipated the White House
Conference on Families. and debated
the role of social service programs. the
Limits of government oblides, and the
relation of families to the state and to
the helping professions.
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I. liItRODUCTION
The family has recently become an

object of extensive, interett, examina-
tion, and concern Tholightful
observers, noting the =statistical
evidence, studying the history of the
family, and protecting its future, are
writing gooks with titles like Here to
Stay-and Haven in a Heartless World
Study groups are attempting to
measure the impact of taxation,'
welfare, and other public policies on

- American fartirlies Universities, foun-
,_ dations. and government agencies are

sPonsoring research that may help us
deeide whettlecto_feeedisoouraged or
hopefu) about the state,of the family
Certainly the subject is inthe air, and
nearly everyone is interested in it

.

clear...that_ the national-igov ern-
ment should haVe',9,strong pro-fauftly

, policy, but th'e tact iiihataur gpvern-
rnentt as-,rto,letily.policy,'andthat is

. tile game as polky.1,"

1 .

,

o The President ofttie Uhited States is
,Interdsted As a pEesidential -can-

didate. :Jimmy Carter said, "It is clear
-th-it the national government; should
have a strong pro-family policy, but

*Itheact is that our government has no
and.th3t, is the same as,

an anti - family policy
'fn Janugay 1.978, president 'Carter,'

-carrying through On his earlier state-
ment, announced a first step on the
part; of the national government. "In

. order to help stimulate a, national
discussion of the state of k.mericatr
families, I will convene a White House
Conference on Familiars . The main-
purpose of the White House, Con

- ference will be to examine the
strengths of American families, the
difficulties they face, and the wais in
which family life is affdoted py,public
policies." ' -

Thus die federil government, at its
highest levels,' has decidisLte en--
nOurage and to participate in the'
atiqnal-dialogue, now well underway:,

regarding the family, Now* poorly or
how well it is doing, and what can be
done to help.

This is no easy subject, however; it
complex, tits many parts, includes

snares and pitfalls Who, for example,
can 'define "family" sin a way sveryons

'would, accept? Who would make up
the agenda Tor the. White House
Conference on Families? What items
would be on that agenda'? Individuals
and organizations interesteP in the
family and these are many rook
note of the coming White House
Conference, and saw it as an oppor-
tunity of great potential usefulness

Several national organiz,atlons coii-
cerned with families recognized the
opportunity and determined not to let
it pass These included the Family
Service Association of America,
American Jewish Committee, National
'Council of Catholic Charities, National
Council of Churches, National Coun-
cil on Family Relations, Parents
Without Partners, the YWCA, and the
National Urban League. These,,and
several others formed a loose-knit
Coalition for the White House Con-
ference . on Families Betause the
federal go7entiment, at its Thigheet
leveis is taking,- all interest in the
family, the Coion wishes to have an"
impact on- the quality ,and effec:
tiveness of -that interest .In forming,
the Coalitiop adoptscl four basic

`toes
That the HoAe Conference
plamiers *Old devise a framework -
for the partidipation 'of various,

"interest group's, prof&gronals, and
families Themselves in definigg the
common needs of fatilies,
That the conference, itself should

_focus on theAmpact of federal policy
on the fiotily,
That the conference should
'recogriize.d the impact the other
major institutions of sdarety have on
the family; .

Andr finally, that the conference
should also consider the informal

.. networks of support that aid
andihow those ineormal

support systems could be
strengthened by government policy.
Meeting at Wingspread; the con-

.ference center of The Johnson Foun-
dation,. i Racine, Wisconsin,
represpntatives of the Coalition's
member - organizations discussed
further what they meant by the fourth
principle.

Briefly, "informal netwdrks ofsup-
port" dre the means by-whIch families
meet day to -day needs and crises.
They provide both emotional and
material support, and include kin
networks, extended families, lodges,
clubs, fraternal organizations and
other natural communities,
neighborhoods, churches and other
religious affiliations, self-help groups,
and ethnic associations. They are
cooperative, reciprocal, natural! and

.. "Informal networks of support- are the
means by which families meet day to
day heeds and crises . . ..They are
cooperative, reciprocal,° natural, and
informal. They are often the roots that

-give life.
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informal. '-These are often the roots'
that give life

In part, the Wingspread conference
was called to Acunenl the impor-
tance of these informal support
systems, it was also an attempt to
initiate a national dialogue on just
what informal support systems are,
how they work,.and how public policy
could support them \

We recognize their -significance,"
said Joseph Giordano, one of the
conference planners, as the meeting
began, but we are still learning what
should be Included as infOrmal sup-
ports Out of the conference will come
a conceptual approach that strongly
makes the case that it is important to
consider - informal supports After all,
they ,aretthe means by which families
cope

Irving M Levine, also a 'conference
Organizer, added, We think that the.
utforinal' support systems are
neglected and ignored

Running throughout , the con-
.ference, however, was a tone, of

somewhat cautious probing, this be-
Ing new, territory, almost unbroken
ground. 'There was- confusilon, and .
often a lack of agreement, even on

sterme as basic as what constitpes
famill, or a support system t

Overlying the conference, however'',
were 'several key issues, which were
not part of the informal-support agen-
da, but which nevertheless often
elbowed their way ontq center stage.

There was agreement, hoWever, on
the importance of finding answers`to
basic questions, answers that could be
used to guide public policy. Several
speakers suggested that the family
would be a crucial,, perhaps thecrusial
issue of the next decade

No easy answers came out of the
Wingspread conference, and none
were expected. Information,
knowledge, and experience on a

_variety of informal support systems
ethnicity, religion, neighborhood, self-
help groups-- were shared Dialogue
on the issues was started.

Overlying the conference, however,
were several key issues, which were
not part of the informal-support agen-
da, but which nevertheless often
elbowed their way onto center stage.
These issues, about which few con-
ferees felt indifferent, included one's
view of the nature of families, what its
structure and functions are and should
be, and the relation of the family to
society's "institutions of power."
Another issue not to be denied nor
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overlooked was the'relation of families
to human service professionals, which
side public policy should be on, arid
whether programs and professionals
encouraged' dependence in the
families and individuals being served
Still another issue was .the White
Housr Conference on Families and

concern about the character ,of that
conference and of the growing
government interest in families. That
is, the conferees gathered at
Wingspread to examine informal sup-
port systems, and did talk about these,
and other questions, but with an eye

'always on the coming White House

IL THE STATE OF THE FAMILY
When you, gilt ,Past the headlines,

the professional studies and reports,
and the cries of concern, what is the
"crisis" that' besets the American
family It seems to Nye leapt full.
-blown into the ..national COR-
sciousngs, almost as though thd
-family had suddenly been put on an
endangered species list, and people
were searching Jos the rules, and
regUlations the sanctuaries that,
would protect and preserve this
vanishinespegies."

'THE FAMILYIN PERIL?
Problems arise at the-beginning of

any discussion of families It is difficult
to talk about families simply because
everybody is part of one Our own.
family experiences inevitably shade
our view of "the family." One person's
family is Another's commune.

The family whether nuclear,
extended, traditional, non-traditional,
communal, whatever is as close as
our own skin. In his story, "The

,Purloined Letter,c Edgar Allan Pop
presented the notion that if you want
to hide something, you should put in
plain sight There is some truth to that,
things closest to us are often the
hardest to see clearly

Recognizing the difficulty "of defin-
ing what a family is, and what itmeans
to us, it is still pi4sible to point out
areas of concern Without a doubt.
statistics indicate that things are not
as they used to be. Consider the
following:

Divorce is up by 700 percent since.
1900, For children born in the
1970's, four out of ten will liyb in a
single parent household for part of
their childhood.
In 1950, in 56% of husband-wife
homes the man was the sole bread

winner, in 1975 the figure had
dropped to 34 percent. .

In slightly over a decide, first births
44.

to unmarried couples haveoUbled.
The issues go on and on Juvenile

delinquency rates, reported cases of
spouse and child abuse, the changing.
rore expectations of family menibers.
But what do the frgureemean?'"

yhate-we; Bs society,, cannot go.
back to the world of the "Little House

ion the'Prairie",or "Walton's 'Mountain"
is 'a reality.- Does "thai constitute a
Cri

Other statistics. indicate that while
amities may be changing, they are not _

dissolving. Divorces are common, but
so is remarriage. Even if the faMily has
experienced difficulty in fulfilling
traditional roles, like the socialization
of young children, there is little
evidence that any other institution has
stepped in to replace the family.

"Btif Lalso beliplte that ane thing they
are not asking for is the negative
approach that emphasizgs pathology,
or illness. They want confirmation. of
their Own ability to care for their own."

THE FAMILY IN CHANGE
If the family is in disarray, in turmoil,

or in conflict - does this necessarily
mean that it-is in dissolution?

The answer that clearly came out of
the Wingspread meeting was no. Mi.
Giordano echoed a common theme
when he said, "Many of us have fdund
a wide .variety cif groups and in-
dividuals asking for a recommitment
to family life on the part of institutions
in our society.

"I think theSe groups and individuals
are asking for help..But I also believe'

Conference The Wingspread con-
ferenCe contained some lessons for
the later, bigger meeting.

We will look first at these overlying
issues, because they determined the
shape of the Wingspread meeting, and
could well do the same in Washington
in 1981
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that one fhing they are not asking for
is the negative approach that
emphasizes pathology, or illness
They want confirmation of their
ability t6 care for their own." _

Added another ccinferee, "What is
family? R may lust be that weare in a
pbriod of redefining or broadening, or
'are moving towardsusomethinj that is
even better than what-we .1-iad before.
By, accepting 'wdakening' and
'deterioration [as terms describing
families] we are taking a very
regressive positior2;

Robert Hill, Director of the National
Urban League's Department of
Research, said that many studies of
black families adopt "the assumption
of 'pathology, weakness, absence of
strengths, the absence of self-help, the
absence of coping mechanisms
among those groups. We feel that this
negative approach is the source of a
fundamental weakness and deficiency
in . most policies and program's
directed toward low-income people

The specific focus 9f the
Wingspread conference was on cop-
ing strengths. of families, not
pathology. Because of this focus,
however, several participants voiced
fears that the real problems families
are having would be slighted or
.passed over. No one denied that
families are under pressure, but most
did not want to throw up their hands in
despair.

After all, others noted, families still
exist, despite the formidable p'essures
that promote disintegration and
perplexity Families' have skills to
cope, and identifying those skills,
particularly the informal coping
systems, will assist us in proposing
means to strengthen families.

III. WHAT SORT OF HELP DOES THE FAMILY. NEED?'

There was a word of caution sound-
ed early in the conference and
repeated often. "We are as likely as not
to be forging Chains in these day's,"
John McKnight told jhe family service

4

pnVessionals and policy planners at
Wingspread. .

Mr. McKnight, who is Associate
Director of Northwestern University's
Center for Urban Affairs, noted, 14

k

way of warning, that the concept of
childhood was a relatively recent one,
developed en, the 1800's. And once

.developed, that concept became. the
'basis for a variety of rules, regulations,

0 *
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controlS, wand "policies" regarding
children.

THE DANGER OF .
FAMILY POLICY

"Are we going to be answering the
queStion What is a family "? in such*a
way that we will formalize, officialize,
create a status around which a set of
defihitions,' standards, and controls
can be developed :.. a new basis
established for the control of human
beingsr ..

"There ,is nothin magic about the
peiseverance of families," Mr
McKnight maintains . "I tNnk families
have pEaevered because they per-
formed "v0I functions. Family is finally

. . a set of functional relationships If
you take from the family.,.in the name
of benefit to the ,family, its caring,

. doing,: making, Vining, learning,
resolving ifhtiever dohs-fhat.is the

f'
enemy of the family."

The problem in Mr. Mc Knight's view
is not a lack of family policy There are
in fact a host of government programs,
over 250 at last count, that have direct
or indirect impact on th'e family. One
problem IS- too .many institutions,
agencies of government, family
professionals all trying to dothings fcri.
the family.

"If you take from the family, in the
name of benefit to the family, its
caring, doing, making, training, learn-
ing, resolving whoever does that is
the enemy of thelfamily."

"I think the question is what is notto
be done," he offered

That question leads straight to
public policy; or what should not be
policy "The policy implications of 9ne
who thinks a family is like a cauldron
[of personality disorders], as opposed
to a haven, are verye Very significant,"
Mr McKnight said If families are
viewed as schools, perhaps policy will
deal with programs, he suggested;
faMilies are like organizations,'
perhaps what they need is a grant or
leadership skills; .if the family is an
-cecontirnic entity, then a subsidy or a
workshop in management- by objec-
tives may be called for; if families are
like people, what they need' are
services and therapy.

In Mr. 'McKnight's own analogy-,
families "are the vital -center of the
society,: the reality from which all the
rest comes, and for which all the rest
exists." "

From that perspective, policy should
Think, from the family, out to society;
not from society, onto -the family. In
the former vied!, policy is created to
support and nurture families; in the

Families "are the vital center of the
society, the reality from ,which all the
rest comes, and for which all the rest
exists."

latter it is created to impose on
families

THE FAMILY AS HAVEN .
Mr McKnight called, the family the

center of "the other America," pitted
against the institutions of power
While it is in the character of in-
stitutions of power to disallow in-.
dividuals from doing more than part of
a task, or seeing the results sf their
efforts, families empower andSupport.
The insthutions of , power deper-
sonalize , and dehumanize, families
encourage and enfranchise.

The .fam!ly is still the context
where it is possible to make

-something and see that it works
' lt 'stile place where the world is

still understandable . it is the
plaoe'where you can be compe-
tent and whole. The iristittitions
of power provide you, with 'the
chance to be -fragmented and
impotent.
The family is the center of those
informal. networks to that
world it is the vital center It is
the other America. The real, ttie
possible, the reasonable
America, the informal Atherica
of which it is king and queen

Family policy should transfer power
from agencies already "doing" for the
family back to the family itself. Speak-
ing td the conference, he said, We
must take the power away from you.
Don't give us more therapy, give us a
decent income. Don't give us your
treatment; give us your tools.

"Put this way, the issue is not a
question that can be put in terms of
another policy. The issue is a question
of transfer of power in our society. The
thing that is liable to come from the
White House Conference, I think, is
the sort of medical model that will see
policy as a way of injecting into the
family [more] piograms."

Mr McKnight's comrhents did not
go unchallenged. They sparked a
debate ovel- the role of the family
sewice professionals, and highlighted
the tension between professionals and
self-help groups, between formal and
informal systems.

The comments about professionals
hit a vital nerve. While many conferees
did not disagree' with the spirit of Mr..
McKnight's remarks,- they were riot
sure just how far tie would like to go in
empowering families and disem-
powering_ professionals. The discus-
sion turned on two points. first, the
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changing role of the family service
professional from doctor-teaOher to
counselor-facilitator, and second,
the importance of informal suppor\
systems in empowering families

John Spiegel, M.D , Director of the
Ethrlicity and Mental Health Training
Progrirn at Brandeis Universiq, called
Mr McKnight's remarks, "irrational
and unrealistic. essentially an anti-
prdfessional position

"I think we have to be concer4d
with the problems-that families have in
tlealing with their culture, in dealing
with the continuity of the culture ,

and the preparation of the child for a
changing society Can that be done by
wiping out the professionals'?" Dr
Spiegel asked.

While it is in the character of in-
stitutions of ,power to disallow in- '
dividuals from doing more than part of
a task, or seeing the results of their
efforts, families,empoWer and support

THE ROLE OF SERVICE
PROFESSIONALS

Do the professionals treat pathology-
lather than teacb coping skills? There
was rather widesprelid agreement with
Mr McKnight on this point

An informal debate started when
one conferee said, "I hope we don't as
a group establish a paper tiger and
beat the hell out of it the paper tiger
being one description of a counseling
process as it existed, as I knew it, in
1954-1960. We can end uti fighting
against something that no longer
exists."

- Others took issue with that State-
Menf. Irving Levine agreed that
professional attitudes might have
changed, but "the funding sources
and the power sources are still not
only heavily 'into pathology, but are
moving more into pathology. The
insight from the grassroots has got to
be brought to the [centers] of policy."

Even When fathily service
professionals recognize the impor-
tance of families, their approach may
still be onp of teaching and imposing

-upon families. Said oneparticipant.
I talked to a good fnany social
workers and therapists who
have an enormous appreciation
of the/importance of the family
and thereforei are all the more
eager .,ta find the 'techniques
whereby they can intervene and
impose their goals and agenda.
That's exactly-pie opposite of
what-we want to get at, which is
the real transference otauthori-
ty, to the alily.or to families
all their diversely, in which the
professional sees his or her role
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as being ancillary and suppor- "Human inter-relationships are un-
tive of that fathily's agenda. known territory for everybody, 4n-

Other speakers said the tendency to cluding the profestionals," he said
label behavior pathological related "Individual human beings ant in-
partcularly to blacks and low-income .dividual human families have to -Ark
families gnd other groups ',whose

at these in experimental ways just asfamily saucture or individual be-
everydne of us in this room has got to,havior do no fit. standard norms
whatever our professional credentialsWhen behavior is seen as,
It we prelend to them that we havepathological, coping strengths that `
same information abouthuman beingsmight already exist are ignored Thy
that they do not have access to, we arelabel also may very well have a harrotul
destroying their capacity to helpeffect on the person or ..group so themselveslabeled

Ronald Gold, Staff Assistant with Dr. Spiegill, on the other hand,
the National Gay Task Force, argued, cautioned against the loose use. of
"If I think of what I have as clinical terms Referring to his ex-
pathological, then I must go to you perience working with ethnic groups
and say, You must help me with this, I in the Boston area, he maintained
don't know anything about' it A
problem, hoWever, is something I can We obtained a very good line on
deal with within my family I can't trust' the differences between wtial
anybne else to decide for me what my was normal and what was
pathologies are, or where my-merital 'pathological. and I must say I
health lies have a great deal of discomfort

Professionals can offer instrumen- with the way thisi particular
tal, technical support to families, but contrast and issue has been
only families (can provide a crucial, skirted at this conferprice
more intimate level or support, Mr alMost as if there Were a slogan.Gold said being sent out that what is

TIlE DIFFICULTY OF BEING SPECIFIC
ABOUT FAMILY POLICY

Reflecting on the course, of the
Wingspread conference, William Mc-
Cready, Senior Study Director of the
National Opinion Research Cariter:
said, "It's a hell of a complex issue
The more yop get dOwn to concrete
issues the more you are going to,
disagree

As a possible foretaste of the White
House Cbnference,, ' this meeting
offered several object lessons on what
is likely to happen at a national
confetence on the American family. In
a word, gragmentation perhaps to the
point where any ,real progress is
prevented.'

One person noted thgt any coalition
that inclu'cles both the Catholic
Bishops and the National Gay .Task
Force is bound to disagree as soon as
the coalition gets down to specifics.

The problem theri becomes twofold
family pOlicy is such a° new and
complex issue that attention is easily
distracted to other topics (the roles of
women, child welfare, minor rights,

. non - traditional families, etc ), on. the
other tiand, as soon as deliberations
bedOme, specific, a variety of con-
stituencies Nith a variety of agendas
soon discover that they may agree
only in their general concern for the

°
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family whatever we mean by "fami-
ly The woods become obscured by
the trees The interest in the family is
like a great noise rising in the land
loud, but unclear and incoherent.

As soon as deliberations become
specific, a variety of constituencies
with a .variety of -agendas soon dis-
cover that they may agree only in their
general concern for the family
whatever we mean by "family."

Voicing this concern, br Rice said,
. "If the White House Conference
proves to be a turmoil,- a demonstra-
tion of4ragmentation in our society,
we might lose our whole purpose
strengthening families -7- and the
subject, of family policy will Become

*poison for many years to come."
But, he added, if the conference

doesn't get down to specifics about
family and family policy, an unthinl$-

'ing family po.licy will develop that will
do more harm .than good."

Fragmentation, lack of definition of
terms, different agendas ' these wera
all elements of the Wingspread
meeting. Remarked one conferee, If
th'is.is what is going to happen at the

pathological is from today on to
be considered hocmal

What is the role of the service
professionArl, As a definition of that
role emerged korn the discussions,
increasing importance was put on the
function of informal support systems.
both as mediating structures between
the family and formal uistitutions, and

as networks through which
professionals could work with
families, with a better understanding
of families' inherent stteroth's. ,-

Robert Rice, chairperson Of the
Coalition, commented, We are now
entering another stage, where we're
talking 'about family empowerment,
'about how to support the power of the
family in new and not yet understood
ways in other words, tne, tole of the
futurfl therapist . And part of our
problem is that we don't know quite
what the role-is going to be

Before examining informal support
systems, we will look at another broad
thyme of this.Wingspread conference,
implitit in the conference. itself and
alluded to by several speakers In
effect, it was a warning to the planners
of the White House Conference

WhA House Conference, now I un-
derstand why we haye the problems.
we have in the United States with
people who are setting [family],
policy."

There is not much that can be done
to avoid these problems, unfortunate-
ly

Mr. McCready suggested that the
White House Conference could be
very specific about its agenda, to try to
focus the direction of discussion

-Dr. Rice, however, saw the White
House Conference as only the begin-
ning of an evolution, not revolution, in
public policy attitudes towards the
family Fist suggested:

Those of us who are concerned
about families and strengthen-
ing families, those of us who are
service professionals, are goings'
to have to learn new things, if
we wish to make a differencein
policy towards Ithe familPV)/e
will have to live with the anxiety
of entering, the cauldron ofd
confhcting ihterests politics,
nasty stuff. We wilrhaveto live
with the idea of incremental

]the
We will hgve to practice

'the art of the possible.
r

/
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VmSELFIFIEl.P!kSA
.

,The recent proliferation of a - whole
verietf,pggroups-loosely called "self-

; 'help" edlects both a malaise.iit sociely
and; at the same time, the coping

.strengthsof individual families, The
best known and qne of the oldest and
most effective self-help. groups is of
course Alcoholics Anonymous.

How irnportaht are informal support
systems'? One way to begin the
discussion is t? note that several
conferees were able tej.'attend only
because of such support networks
For example, Dr Rice, whose father
was suffering from a back injury, said,
"The only reason I'm able to be here is
because of a helping network of
friends who are taking care of him

Informal support systems'surround
us In dozens of ways big and small
they help us to cope, to solve
problems, ' to remain whole
Sometimes these supports are so
much a part of our'tives that we don't

"think of them as anything special the
friend,, the neighbor, the, club, the
church whoever rs Are to give us a.
hand when we need it

How important are tt-Ve, supports'?
In a series of panel discussions,
conference participants Iboked at
some Of the infocrnal networks of
support
YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF

The recent proliferation of a whole
variety of groups loosely called "self-
help" reflects pith a malaise in society
and, at the tame time, the coping
strengths of individual families. The
best known and one of the oldest and
most effective self-help groups is of
course Alcoholics Anonymous

Said frank Reissman, Co-Director
of the New Human Services Institute-

The self-help movement arises
because there are two
simultaneous things occuring.

) One is a tremendous feeling of
alienation regarding what can
be done about big structures
[And] not only do we feel
powerless,
to do about the problems that
exist at that level. We turn to
some areas of life where we can
do something, in our small
groups, in our self-help groups,
in our local institutions, in our
families.

These groups are an indiction of a
"tremendous amount of local ferment

w decentralized action attempting to
achieve some kind of empowerment,"
Mr. Reissman said.

,

POR-1-sy'sTom
"These new-groubi are much more

' than spport They're survival
systems," -added Leonard Borman,
Direct& of the Self-Help Institute r
Northwestern University

The Self -help movement is also an
indication of the limits of, and a
growing distrust for, ptofessionalism.
Where professional or formal in-

-stitutions are under/attack for being
(or seemipg to be) too expensive, too
distant, uncaring, and inefficient, self-
help groups are seen as inexpensive,.
caring, concerned, and personal.

Mr ,Borman worked with a mental
health t)ospital near Chicago He said
he Was struck by at common factor
among the variety of patient self-help
groups he encountered

The commonality of many of
these {.patient' populations is
that they. have not been able.to
get the kind of help They need-
ed, either from their traditional
support system, or from existing,
human 'Service agencies and
professionals Although they
are a part of families, the family
doesn't understand what they
are going through
To some extent, the focui of many

self-help grOups is the individual, not
the family But to the extent that such
groups help an individual-deal with
stress or cope with a problem, stress
within a family is relieved also

"These might be a new form of
extended families, or support syttems;
that are possibly replacing the tribe,

AOP
the 'village, the neighborhood, that
don't exist for these people anymore,"
Mr. Borman suggested "Small sup-
port systems are vital initerms of basic
purposes of our society. Many of these
groups seem to represent the kind of
value system that has slowly been
bleached out of our society. They're
concerned, with commitment."

INDIVIDUAL VS. FAMILY?
This does not mean that self-help

groups always bolster the traditional
family structure. Where traditional
family or social roles are being recast^
family members took for support from
these outside groups, against the
family.

In thg area of women's fancily roles
this is particularly true. Jacqueline
Gilbert, Assistant Director of Parents
Without Partners, said, "People have
been forcing their families, their in-.
stituti ns, their religions, their
neigh orhoods to:accept kole
chap s] because there have been
en6u h of us who were so uncortifor-
table ith what we had to do to gain

.

$

support that we fo,und a support group
that could work wit,..uS Wewineore all
kind of a. collection of outcasts who
could at least speak to the fact othaf
othergr6ups were not Isolstdring us

For women- who divorced 'and
suddehly found they had no financial_
status.ln the community, !or abused
souses who were told to go back
home, for Women questioning their
sexual, identity, women's groups offer
a "safe harbor" that the traditional
family and social structure cannot,
And while these groups might be
disruptive of- traditional family struc-
tures, one conferee suggested. that
that might not be "bad if it seems that
one member of that family has been
subjected- or. oppressed,%-or denied the
full expression of her humanness

At4he same time, the changing roles
of women may in fact make families
stronger in the long run, another
speaker suggested

6., Felicia George, Coordinator of the
Non-Sexist Child Development Pro-
ject of the Women's Action Alliance,
reminded the conference that the

' women's movement was not a , new
phenomenon, dating back asittlgts to

- the early 1800's. Equal, shaling of
family roles is not a revolutionary idea.
Historically, women and men shared
equal rotes rn the family. It was only
after the industrial revolution that the
role of women within, the family
diminished, Ms George maintained,

The women's movement "has
spurred men to also reexamine their
role and become more involved with
the family," stie added "It has redefin-
ed women and the [pearling of
traditional women's roles fa give them
the kind Of status and value that
women feel they should have " There
is more sharing of parental respon-
sibilities, and a breakdown of sexual
stereotypes

In the long run, while "this has
brought about new forms of families-
that I don't think we can ignore," the
family unit will probably be stronger
because it recognizes the expec-
tations of all its members, Ms. George
said

InfOrtnal support networks discuss-
ed at Wingspread cut acr s all variety
of social stratification and ssifica-
tion. They exist to empower peop If
.self-help groups succeed in do g
that, Mr. Reissman noted, then the
"de-alienation" of people towards their
society might carry over to larger

tonstitutions. If that is the case, em-
powering reople at a local level would
have far reaching impact on the major
institutions of society.

.
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VI. NEIGHBORHOODS AS SUPPORT SYSTEMS
We all had one, and many of us still

do that place where you played stick
ball or kick-the-can as a child, went
chasing through empty lots or open
fields Its boundaries might have been
a few city blocks: or the mile you
walked down a country road to your
best friend's house

For many people their definition of
themselves is still tied up with the
neighborhood they live in What do we
mean by' neighborhood9 "I like t6
think of it as one of the levels of
systems in this society that I turn to for
help, one of the primary sources of
help for me and my family," said David
Roth, Midwest Director of the Institute
on'Pluralism and G rolD identity

..

WE LIKE IT HERE
There was an immediacy to Mr

Roth's comrfients He said he was able
to attend the conference only because
of neighbors who were taking care of
his nine-year-Old daughter while both
he and his wife were out of town

Certainly that arrangement is not an
unusual one But for the Roths it is
part of a system within the
neighborhood that allows the family to
functiOn in ways it otherwise -could
not Because both parents work at
some' distance from the house,
neighbors look after the Roth's
daughter, sending her to. school, and
taking her\into their home after school,
on a daily basis

"What has happened in a residential
development that has turned- into a
neighborhood Is for us an interesting
sort of bartering system with people
who are rather different from us In
short, this neighborhood has given us
a number of options, which are vital to
the central maintenance of our faihi-
ty,". Mr Rotb said

Interestingly, Mr Roth does not live
in an older established neighborhood,
but in a suburb with a high percentage
of young families It has become
almost a fad for families to get street
signs from their old Chicago
neighbthho-ods and put the signs in

the front lawns of their new homes
"That says something probably of

the view they have of the
neighborhood they came from and to
some extent also what they hope will
happen.. in the community in which
they're' iving," he added

Other examples of such evolving
neighborhoods were mentioned In
one area where there were mostly
elderly and young couples, the young
families would provide 'transportation
for the elderly, who in return offered'
'baby sitting services and advice on
child rearing.

Columbia University Professor of
Sociology and Social Work Eugene
Litwak offered a functional definition
of neighborhood "We're talking about
lay people," he said "We are not
talking about technical expects or
large scale organizations There is a
form of lay knowledge, and activities
that occur in every area of life, and
these seem to be essential

THE LADY NEXT DOOR
Examples of lay activity would be

elementary first aid, calling the police
to report a neighbor's house being
robbed, or pulling a neighbor's ,child
out of the street

"The thing that characterizes a
neighborhood is 'that their lay ac-
tivities are closely tied to geographic
area. In talking about neighborhoods
as a §upport system we [must] first
recognize that we are talking about lay
knowledge . , tha.4.9 it ,requires the
resources of more than two persons,
but not large rfbmbers, that it is tied to
gebgraphical proximity," he said

Mr. Litwak identified four types of
neighborhoods.

Traditional, where people have
lorig-term commitments, to the
neighborhood, and support for each
other In such neighborhoods
Ftrangers are distrusted Because of
their distrust for outside groups,
such neighborhoods are vulnerable
when they have to deal with large-
scale bureaucracy.
Then there, is the mobile

VII. RELIGION AS A SUPPORT SYSTEM

Several key issues and trends were
raised in the discussion of religion as a
support system Spe kers said two
trends in society, were coming
together the end of , wp centuries of
secularism, and a' resurgence of
religion.

Rev
/

Richard euhaus,). Senior

Editor of Worldview Magazine, main-
tained, "We are in the midst of a
religigus resurgence What we're
Witnessing is the end of two hundred
years of what could fairly be called the
hegerriony of the secular enlighten-
ment.,"

"The role of religion has thrown into

neighborhood where, although
there is a large amount of support
and sharing, there is no permanent
.commitment ro tDe neighborhood

, These neighborhoods welcome
strangers, and can make better use
of formal institutions
The third type of neighborhood he,
called mass neighborhoods, where
there is little exchange of support or
commitment to' the area, where
families have relationships, only to
larger scale, formai institutions

, (social services, etc )
Finally, Mr Litwak mentioned what
he called volatile neighborhoods',
areas where two traditional
neighborhoods come into conflict
because they overlap

Mr Roth suggested that neigh-
borhoods have an ability not
only to cope, but to define whiat is, or
is not, a problem within the context of
that community Referring totals work
with the American Jewish Corp-
mittee's Institute on Pluralism and
Group Identity, Mr Roth mentioned
several. .Chicago areas with large
Appalachian populations. In these
communities, he said, individuals who
from a professional standpoint should
be in an institution were cared for in
the community. "That neighborhood'
has a tremendous capacity to cope,"
Mr Roth said. .
rHe also mentioned an Institute

project that uses the ethnic communi-
ty as just such a helping networkA
coalition of professionals and com-
munity and neighborhood people has
been put together to focus on informal
support systems.

The goal, he said, was to "make the
mental health care syttem [service
providers] more responsive to and
responsible to a community-based, or
neighborhood-based, or family-based
way of looking at mental health care It
does 't devalue theloimportance of
prof sionals at all. It simply makes a
bold tatement that some of these
informal. support systems function
very' well "

question, if not completely debunked,
most of the theories of s cularization
that social scientists 7'fave been
operating with

That religious institutions have been
in a period of turmoil, even crisis, was
not denied. And when religious in-
stitutions lost the confidence or ability

er



to state moral values firmly, sAher
social institutions suffered, it was said

''The result of all of this is a loss of
value, loss of confidence, loss of,
simply standards," said Rabbi Irving'
Greenberg, Director of The National
Jewish Conference The secular prin-
ciple of ,pleasure "is in serious con-
tradiction to most of the fundamental
civilized and cultural activities of
society

What is happening today is that
religion is reasserting values and
reestablishing its role in society What
this means in terms of religion as a
support system can be seen on several
levels

Brother Joseph Berg, Associate
Director of the National Conference of
Catholic Charities, said that at the
local level, churches are, mobilizing to
help, to empower people

They are not afraid of being in-
volved in the political process," he
said We are not afraid to be involved
in *dvocacy and advocacy seems
to imply a corporate responsibility

On a broader policy level, this
-celigious resurgerice has pcVound
implications for public policy, Pastor
Neuhaus said "We are no longer
going to assume that the public arena
and the discourse appropriate to the
public arena must. be value ,free' We

These groups provide hefuge and
support to the individual, and can be
powerful themselveg. Called
. "mediating structures," they include
"those institutions standing between
the individual and the -larger _in-
stitutions of public life the family,-
neighborhood, religious affiliations,
voluntary associations, 'arid groups
whose membership is based on
ethnicity or other sourcesbf identity

will no longer have to sweep ckur
values under the carpet

Here ensued a xiiscussion of the
informal groups that mediate between
the individual and the larger, often
indifferent or hbstile, social environ-
ment These, groups provide refuge
and support io the individual, and can
be powerful themselves Called
"mediating structures," they include
"those institutions standing between
the individual and the larger in-
stitutions of pulrc life" the family,*
neighbOrhood, re-h-Rous affiliations,
voluntary associations, and groups
whose membership is based on
ethnicity or other sources of identity

The mediating structures, because
they are-informal, natural, and per
sonal, are easily_ seen as nearer the
interesfs of the individual than the

institutions of power are The bias of
many participants at the Wingspread
conference was, nitit unexpectedly,
cordial towards.rnediating structures,
and :their functions were sometimes

en as under threat from the big
o facial institutions

Thus Pastor Neuhaus said that at a
minimum, where public policy ignores
mediating structures (including
religion), that policy Should be Cor-
rected At thesmaximum, public policy
should be devised .to support
mediating structures (including
religion -

Does this mean a rethinking of the
:concept of separation of church and
states? Politically, a burning coal, this
is ue was handled very carefully by
the speakers However, Pastor
Neuhaus noMd that by not allowing
credits- for children attending

) parochial school, the state was not
allowing families a choice in how their
childre, would be socialized

Rabbi Greenberg cited Alexis de
Tocqueville, Who called religioA the
cement that holds a pluralistic
Amer,ica together "Values make a
difference The inability of society to
make value statements cripples sup-
port systems and the family, Rabbi
Greenberg said

VIII.,ETHNICITY-AND FAMILY AS SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Ethnicity is atterrn almost as hard to ly gets lost at the social policy level,

pin down as family. William McCready and frequently gets lost at the support
defined it as "a latent, subjective .system level, is the fact that people
identity that answers the question, want their story to be respected They
where did you come from It's a want _to feel as though other people
subjective story, a kei, element for - accept it," he said -
many people in determining who they But the question of ethnicity as a
are It's not necessary that they know support system is really two-pronged
the details of the story." 'For many people it is a part of the.....

That is a broad definition, which Mr fabric of their identity, a part of where
McCready used' to make- several they came from and who they are
points One was that, to whatevec aft with *immigrant populations,
extent people value their background tthnic support systems can mean
or their heritage, to that extent it something more concrete John
becomes a support system for them Spiegel sees informal ethnic support
not necessarily a support system into networks as bridges to a new society
which they were barn "Many of us that play vital roles in acculturation.
have several ethnic heritages Dr Spieg ntified two such sup-
represented in our backgrqunds." Mr port networks from his own
McCready said, "and we-select one or professional experience. One he
another to emphasize. How else could called host receptor sites, or culture
someone like me, coming from Dutch, brokrs These are community based
German, English, Scottish, and Irish instautions that serve as interpreters
stock-, .consider himself 'American- of the new culture for immigrants The
Irish'?' I think many people /are the' other he called gate keepers. These
same in this respect " are individuals who come from the

Secondly, people want the identity community and who work with formal
they select- to be respected "It's and informal organizations to find out
somehow important that we begin to ' what services are available. They)
listen to the stories as they emerge represent the ethnic group to forrrfal
One of the key elements that frequent-, institutions.

"Even ordinarily 'strong and healthy
families cannot always resist the force
of external presures."

Around these kinds of quasi-formal
support organizations,ethnic self-help
groups often form, Dr Spiegel said

As for families as support systems,
Marion Levine, Executive Director of
the North Shore' Child Guidance
Center, emphasized,

Families are truly support
systems, and not the enemy.
Families have .the capacity to
problem solve and to 'cope
They do it every single day,
The family as a support system
must negotiate with many other
systems in, this society, and a'
therapist or service professional
must consider the impact of

In fact, behavior; that was seen as
pathological in low- income families
women working, the inlerchangeabili-
ty of family roles, with children often
assuming some parental respon-
sibilities is now seen as a source of
strength and coping when it appears
in middle-income families..
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these other external systems as
well as 13roblems within the
family. Perhaps a family
dysfunction has its origin, not in
the weakness of the family, or in
an inability to cope, but in the
intrusion or intervention of
another system, even ordinarily
strong and healthy families
cannot always resist the force of
external pressurei'

Robert Hill talked about the par-
ticular infernal strengths of black and
low-incoge fam'ilies He maintained

that professionals generally ignOre the,
strong coping Mechanisms . of such
families and Adopt a "missionary
complex." Further, their assumptions
of pathology don't fit withithe facts.

":They define them as groups that
are Completely dependency-prone
and therefore [policy] is not directed
awards helping those who are helping
themselves," he said.

In fact, behaviour that was seen as
pathological in low-income families
women working, the interchangeabili-
ty of family roles, with children often

-IX FAMILY POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Turning again Oublic policy what

should be the focus of policy, and
what should be its limits'? .D6 we
Already have an implicit fantlypolicy,
as John McKnight and others
suggested'? Throughout the discus-
sion of informal support systems,
questions such as these, concerning
how public policy could be shaped,
were heard

N READY ANSWER
though there were no` ready

answers, several themes emerged
One was put. forth by Joseph Gior-

.dano. "I think we have to look at new
mechanisms that make the linkage
between the primary group and %the%
bureaucracy And we may need new
groups that make the linkage," tie said.
Those linkages, many of them infor-

t
mJ support

how"
s, should be nur-i

tured by policy. B
Mr. McKnight had suggested that

the quest4n would be better framed in
the negative: "The question is what is
not to be done. The principle around
which policy is formulated . . is best
understood.as a set of limits."

Families should be empowered to
do for themselves, which means
federal policy towards families should
be one of options, he suggested.
Citing one example of how that is not
the case, Mr. McKnight talked about
policy towards the elderly, which he
said constituted "a national family-
breaking policy in regards to helping
children take care of their parents. The
goverwrient wants to care for Old
people, but will oply do that if children
will separate from them."

If federal money is used to help
support elderly in institutions, it
should also be used perhaps in the
form of tax credits Or other incentives

to help families who want to keepitd
the elderly in the home and care for
them.

Governmentlbays for public educa-

tion, but gives no aid, and .even
harasses families who choose to
siducate' children in the home; 'or
within kinship or community networks
ou,tside the formal institutions.

"What We neeekis a policy pf options
What we have now is a straight family
separation policy," Mr McKnight said.

THE IMPORTANCE OP (
CHOICES

Another question was whether
federal policy is tot, crude and clumsy
an instrument for dealing With the
dtver'sity of, families ar\cl their variety of
needs.

"We've had a tradition ,of:universal
programs- for. universal fiee s," Irving
Levine said. "Even within t e context
of universal needs, (here is significant
divqrsity, especially in the manner 'in
whibh different individuals and groups
prefer services.to be delivered."

pould federal policy be formulated
to, allow f6r this variety universal
policy with built in choice? "It's quite
possible that you can have a more
sensitive, culturally compatible kind of
policy framework that gives lots of
people [choices]. It's not easy, but its
a way pf thinking about how you
handle p?oblems," Mr. Levine said.

Another question was whether fedetal
policy is too crude and clumsy an
instrument for dealing with the diversi-
ty of families and their variety of
needs.

Mr. Levine would encourage a
"social conservation" approach which
would represent the pluralistic nature
of our society. It would respect
professionalism, Wit it would also
deliver services through the natural
and informal systems of help that can
be discovered through a deeper un-.
erstanding of how human ecology

works.
A "social conservation" approach

would not work if. it emerged as anti-

. 10,
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assuming some parental respon-
sibilities is now seen as a source o 1<._'

strength and coping when it apFears
in middle-income families.

Mr Hill said studies have identified
five areas of strength in Jowi-income

strong kinship bonds, work
orientation, flexible family roles;
strung achieyement orientation, and
strong reli.gious orientation

"We contend that those five factors,
have .been functionial'for the survival,
the advancement, and stability of
black families," Mr. Hill said.

professional. The foie of the
profesSional as a provider of servioes
should be:expanded to include the
functions of trainer and "brOker
Professionals 'should help; clients
make choices of appropriate support
systems and evaluate the 'regress
that individuals and families are mak-
ing.

This approach would operate best if
national .policy were sympathetic. To
achieve- "social conservation," We
would need national support for the
family, national attention to
.neighborhoods, national full:employ-
ment, and national health insurance.

Other conferees were less confident
that could be done\"1 can't think of
anything Universal as applied to the
farnily,'-' said John Spiegel.

Like Mr. McKnight, Robert Rice
suggested that the titbits of what
federal policy could accomplish might
be quite narrow. "Being a practicing.
administrator taugpt me that I had to
pay attention to What was possible,"
Dr. Rice said. "In shaping policy, one
practicel the art of the possible."

Change is possible, but it will come
slowly. In the last few family .._
service agencies have gone from a
position of trying to standardize their
services to trying to tailor services to
the community (although, according
to Marion Levine, agencies still receive
more financial aid for working with

-individuals than with families).
Still, Qr.-Rice added, "we're entering

a new a e, where there has never been
such explicit, broad, policy-level
attention to the subject of family."

"Think of policy formation as
something that will evolve. We're still
in the process of learning to think
about family policy," he added.

What sorts of questions should
policy planners beasking?,

ENABLE, DON'T DISABLE
"The trick is to get inand then get

1.



\ out," said Or. Rice,describieg the role
of,Service professionals in t work
with families. The worker qffefs a
service, perhaps-even an ayt oritartan
service, sych as protection, he serves
as a resource to that family when the
family fails, intervenes when the need
requires it but wsthdcaws before the
family becomes dependegt. The trick
is to get in and then get out, to respect
what is natural and support it."

Mr. Giordano pointecebut that tOetki
Tight be areas of inconsistency, or
conflipt, between government policies,
accepted standards of society, the law

and what individual families or
communities want to do.

An example of that would be a
'community that resisteld integration.
"'Maybe we have,,,to be inconsistent,"

X. CONCLUSIO
What was aicomplis ed at this con-

ference? .

Chairpersbn of the Coalition for the
White House Conference oar Familes
Robert Riper" aid:

think some of tho_e present
were surprised by tbe content of
much of the conference. There'.
Were ideas and views expressed
that w re new and unexpected.
Some the speakers were
saying: "You service
professionals have been taking
the action away from the family,
away frcimtge natural supports.
Now we 'do(e.t you're
needed am/more, and what we
want is smaller; government,
lesi intrusive programs; fewer
resources going to the
profeisionals.- This was a real
broadside.

think the cautions Abet John
Mc Knight-preSented will receive
myth support from withih the
Coalition, once those cautions
are understdod. It won't happen

!immediately, but even,tually

V

he said, "There are real
conflicts here."

The issue "is not just
Coinmunity to tell' you
problem, which May be unfair to
some5ddy else's community. It is, I

thint, for policy makers to listen a little
more precisely, to the level at which
something is a problerh for a com-
munity, how big problem it is, and
when it ceases being a problem," he

.said.

fundamental ,

atlOwing theme
what isn't a

The 'whole question of polity, 'Dr.
'Spiegel suggested, is finally one of
ecology:

You can't really help an in-
dividual' withgut 'helping his ,

family; but - you -can't help the
family without lookinlg at the

Coalition members who are.
unfriendly to John McKnight's
position will see that they still
have a role, even with his
cautious approach to family
policy.

Mr. Gibcdano stressed the power of
informal. it support' networks as
mediating structure "both. betweeh
tha family and the larger society . .. in
advocating on both ends: for the
family, to help the family deal with
Wiialcvej its going through a a result
of infernal changesedr pressures on it
from the outside; and on the other
hand, represent the family against the
assaults from things they can't control

like governmentpolicies ...."
The professionals ought to be

stimulating self-help angi then'
pulling , out, Mr. Giordano said.
"Mediating and adiocating, and mak-
ing the linkage with what people need
but don't have the resources of
organization ti do" . .

The' conference produced another
strong cautibn: federal policy should
.

networks that support the fami-
ly. It is very difficult to do
anything about the networks,pr
the effort to mobilize such
netwcps without considering.
the neighborhood in which the
family exists. It is difficult to be
conce-rhed about the"
neighborhood without being
concerned with, the larger
political and economic struc-
tures of that particular com-
munity: And you can't be con-
cerned about that without being
concerned about the nation as a
whole. you ate going to be
concerned' with strengthening
the family, you have to look at
this ecology as a whole. One
doesn't exist-without the other.

IMP

not be rushed into. The idea that '-,
government can save the family is
both misleading and dangerous: mis-
leading in that it focuses .pn what is
dons for the famiy, not what the
family can do, and dangerous because
it could .potentially rob the family of
natural functions and so give it °na
less reason for continuing.

The diversity df families was
recognized, and Mr. Levint found in
that diversity cause for celebration.
AI'm less concerned about fragrne

'tion. Frankly, I' taint ictent . What
you have is a lot of group identities out
there forming, in a way that is very
exciting," he said. "We ought to
celebrate it."

The fact that the conference was
held was also cause' fof fiope. One
conferee pointed out, 'We wouldn't be 4

here under the banner of the American ,

family unless .we, felt somethirig
dangerous was going on; something
falling apart that we 'don't want to fall
apart quite the way it is ... . But With
recognition of the problem, there is
the chance for finding some answers."

- 4.
rya
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A WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON FAMILIES

life We must," he eondludea, "ex- t.

parld considerably the dialogue about
families and children " .

Turing the 1976 presidential cam-
paign. candidate Jimmy Carter spoke .

about the pressures on the American
family and raised the issue of national'
family ?olicy. The American family is
in trouble," he sate in August, and
urged, that government actions be
"designed to honor and support and
strengthen" it. He argued for a 'prp-
family policy, while noting.that no
family policy' is the equivalent ora-n,
anti-family

During the canipIon Joseph
wno would becoMe. the new

Presidents Sedretary of 4lealth,
Education, 'attcr Welfare, served at a
special ad6sor to .the candidate "On
how federal progrdms can aid and
suppiirt the American family." Oiie of
the earliest documents setting forth
the administration's thinking ordamily*

.spolicy is a report by advisor -Califan0
1'for 'candidate Carter, ;'American,

fan-Nies Trends. 'Pressures and
Recommendations,' In it, Mt. Califana)
noted (hat "famines are America's
most, pr'ecious resource and most
important institution ye argued forte
the recognition of. Milts to what
government nn do to meet human
needs, that ..,,governme4 programs
should not eNcroach upon the func-
tions of the ,family,, and that a Carter,,
administration; should attempt to
'"restore trust and confidence in
American families4' He especially
called or careful .exanunation of the
way that 'the variety of government
programs,And policies 'affecl:family'

Cater in tha,campaign, when speak-
ing before a meeting df the- National
Conference of Catholic Chanties,
Jimmy Carter declared: "One thing I
intend to do as President is to make
sure that every action our goverilhent
takes helps our families rather ,,han
hurts them This would be,a national
administration aonserned for the
welfare and the strengths of famili.es,
and the first Carter,budget inluded a
`recprnmendation, which.was a pprovedo
by Congress, fon 'funding a 41;iite
House-Conference on Families.

In January 1978 Pi'esitlent.Garter
announced a Whitt Ho Conun . use o

-ference."in order tohelp stimulate a efforts to implement family-

Algitional discussion on the state oft
oriented government policies,

American families." In his ,statement
can help strengthen and sup-

°the President said, he was "confident
port this most vital and enduring

,social resource. I Jook forwad
Ape the American family` is basically to participating i, the work of
sound, anlithat we can and will adjust . '"

n
the Conference and receiving.

to the challenges of changing times." its report.

have on American families
This Conferegde will clearly
recognize the pluralirn ofjami-
li life in America The widely

conjunction with our currdrTh

differing- regional, religiouS,
cultural and ethnic heritages of
our' country 'affect family life,
and contribute to its diVertity
and strength families. also
differ in age and composition
There are families irr which
several generations live
together, families with two
parents or one, and families
with or without children The
Conference respect
diversity.
The work of this conference, ih

. .

, 1

The malt? purpose of this White A Mine Ocuse Conference on
House Conferega will be to Families is°both cause and effect of a
examine. the strengths of wide- variety of activities, in govern-
American .families the -dif, -' men/. in universities,, and in the private
ticulties they face, and thevays 4 sector. that have the status of the
in which family Life 'is affected American family as their dubj0t/The
by Obirc policies.-' The Con- White .HoOse Conference,, scheduled

rence will examine the Tmpor- for soring,198 1, will prpvide a focal
ten effects_ that the world of point for at leas one phase of a wide
work, tile mass media, the court and intense ,national dialogue on the

.,,Arnerican family 'and public policy
kowards families

system. private institutions, and
other cnAjor facets of our society

4
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TILIE JOHNSON FOUNDATION
,. . .

Wingspread, the last of FrAnk Lloyd character. Winglpfead is an .ideal.
Wright s 'prairie houses.' was boilt,in.
1938 for the H F. Johnson family One
of the largest of Wright's homes, it
rises from the margin of a broad ravine
and overlooks a series of ponds, open
fields, and wooded slopes. a' half mile
from Lake Michigan. just north of
Racine: Wisconsin.

In 1959. through the generous gift of
Mr and Mrs. H.F Johnson.
Wingspread became the headquarters
of The Johnson loungation Since
then it has served aducationa)
conference eenter for meetings of a
'regional. national: and international

12

facility for symposia of fifty or fewer
participants.. Its pastoral setting and
unique architecture encourage
productive dialogue. Wingspread thus
provides opportunities foriacerto-face
exchange among small groups of
leaders and specialists on issues of
significance to the United States' and
nations overseas.

The Johnson Fouhdation works with
many other organizations in convent
ing about one hundre,d Wingspread
conferences ,a year, usually two or
three days in duration, on topics deal-
mg with areas selected by the Board of

la

to

Trustees as major concerns. Inter-
national Understanding, Educational
'Excellence. Improvement of s the
HUman Environment, and Intellectual

.and,.:Cultura)- Growth Examples of
recent Wingspread meetings include

The...,Exchange'..Experience with
Past, Present and Future

the 'Law of lolernatfonal Human
Rights
Developing Competence in
Reading, Writing, and Computing
Basic Skills and American
Education
New Directions in American In-
tellectual History

r
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THE COALITION.FOR THE WHITE HOUSE
CONFERENCE ON FAMILIES

The possibility tne announce-
ment of a White House Conference
on Families hasibeen the ccaston of
wide and various activity! activity th$
expands and intensifiesas the ,cont

. ference draws nearer. There have of
course ,been other White House con-
ferences for eXampte. on Aging, on
'Children, on Children and Youth, on
Balanced National. Growth and
Economic Development. Some of
.these are decennial conferences
ht-ute Nouns CADnierenges on Aging

1 and on thildrerr and Youth are
scheduled for 1981 the year of the
Conference on Families.

.to

This, hOwever, will be the first White
louse Conference on Families, and it
has attracted perhaps unprecedented
attention It is certainly timed to
encourage and contribute to an ex-
panding national -dialogue This
national discussion and- debate m-
cludet such studies as those of the
National Academy of Sciences
(Toward a National Policy for Children
and Families.41976) and the Carnegie
Council on Children (All Our Children,
1977) Robert M Rice's book,
American Family Policy, was. publish-
ed while he was chairperson of the
Coalition for the White House Con-
ference on Families. George
Washington University's Family Im-
pact Seminar is developing ethods_
for identifying and measure g the
impact of various gov.§,c ent

Collaboration on Meeting the Needs
of Linguistically Different ghildren
in, the Midwest
National Forum for Women in
Higher EducatibnAdministration
Long-Term Care and the Aging of
America
Research in the Prevention of Child
Abuse and Neglect
Residential Programs for Young
Single Mothers
Arnim at Wingspread Implications
of the Bakke Decision
World Conference on innovative
Higher Education -
Urban Yoyth Unemployment

programs on families and family life.
Major centers for the study of families
are spOnsored by Vanderbilt Universi-
ty, Duke University, the University of
Minnesota. and Cornell' University.
Projects have been iiindertaken by tbe
National PTA, the Natictal Counoil of
Churches, and the Amerititn Associa-
tion of UniVersity Women Con-
ferences have been convened by
General Mills, Inc., the National Urban.
League, several national associations,
and several states. Newsweek gave a
cover article and NBC three hors on a
week night-to the subject of the family.
The United Nations devoted 1979 to
the International Year of the Child
,Several private foundations have iden-
tified the family as a program interest.

One of the most extensive initiatives
relating to the subject of families is the
Coalition for the White House Con-,
ference on Families, If you can think of
a national organization concerned
with families or with family policy, it is
probably a member of the Coalition.
The list of member organizations
includes the American Home
Economics Association, American
Red. Cross, Americans for Indian
Opportunity, Child Welfare /League,
Family Service Association of
America, the Instityte on Pluralism
and 'GrOup Identity( of the American
Jewish Committee, National Associa-
tidn of Social Workers, National Con-
ference Catholic. Charities, the
National Fir.ANational Council, of

+

,

Churches, National Council on Family
Relations, National Urban League.
Parents Without Partners, Planned
Parenthood. Synagogue Council of
America, anJ the National' Board of
the YWCA .

'The Coalition for the White House
COnference on Families started, and
continues, with these principles as its
foundation.

That the White House Conference
devise a framliPivork

efor th cipation-ef various
interest groups, professionals, and
families themselves in defining' the
common needs of families;
That the conference itself should
focus on the impact of federal policy
on the family;
That the conference should
recognize ithe impact the other
major institutions'of society have on
the family:
And finally, that the conference
should also consider the informal
networks of support that aid
families, and how those informal
support systems could be
strengthened by government policy
From the beginning, the doaiition

has sought to participate in the
planning for the White House Con-
ference. is menbership views the
conferenc as a major opportunity to
contribute t the.scope, and the quality
of the national dialogue on families
and family policy.

.1r
z

Industrial Social Work
, r

educational programs are recorded at
WinsOCead Conference on Youth Wingspread and broadcast nationally
Work' , each week over approximately ,150
The Formation of a National Coali- stations.
tion for Jail Reform Financial support for the programs
The Johnson Foundatiore,sefforts at of The Johnson Foundation is made

program extension, beyond the' im- aVailable through the generosity of
mediate experience of Wingspread -t3 S.C, Johnson & Son. Inc. (Johnson's
conference participants, inclOde the Wax), and members Of the.Johnson
publication in several forms of family.
Wingspread reports, which are 'dis7, The Johnson Foundation invites
trtbuted in the United ,,S.tates and inquiries from organizations and in-
abroad. Program extension also in- 'd rvidu a Is a bo u.t conven in g
clud es "Conversations from Wingspread conferences Inquiries
Wingspread," a weekly public affairs should be- addressed to The Johnson,
radio program. These half-hour i Foundation, Racine, Wisconsin 53401
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LIST QF PARTICIPANTS (with affiliations at the time of the
Wingspread 'conference)
Stephen Antler
National Association of SOcial

Workers
ate. Professor

ool of Social Work
University

Bost . Massachusetts

Poo Joseph Berg
Assoc' Director for Special

Prop
National Nance of Catholic

Chan
Wiashingt . C

1145Jeanine Bo
. Program In

6 Future Homernakers of America
Washington, D.0

Leonard 0. Borman
Director"
SeffHelp Institute
Center for Urban Affairs
Northwestern University
Evanston. Illinois

Georgia White Brandstadter
Proud Director

4National Family Policy Study
6Lational Parent Teachers

Association

\kr
Chicago. Illinois

Jan Bradman
Post Doctoral Follow
Center for the Study of the i .

Family and the State
institute of Policy Sciences

and Public Affairs
\Duke University
Durham. North Carolina

Julie Carpenter
Board of Directors
Family Service of Milwaukee
Mlwaukee, Wisconsin

Reverend Donald Conroy
Representative for Family Life
United State Catholic Conference
Washington. D.C.

Roger K. Coughlin
Director of Research
Chicago Catholic Charities Na
Chicago. Illiriois

Phyllis Old Dog Cross
Soocail Autstadt to LaDonna Harris
Americana for Indian Opportunity
Albuquerque. New Mexico

:Ruth E. Curry
Consultant. Religion
National Board. Y.W.MA.
New York. New York

Daniel Dovish
FarnilyCen tired Education Sp4i, slat
United States Catholic COndriance
Washington. O.C.

Effie Ellis. M.O.
Quality of Life Consultant
American Medical Association
National Foundation March of Dimes
Chicago. Illinois

Nancy Fischer
Planning Specialist
Office of she White House Conference

on Families
Washington. D.C.

Felicia R. George
Trainer/Coordinator
Non-Sexist Child Development Protect
Women's Action Alliance
New York. New York

Jacquelin* Gilbert
Assistant to Executive Director,
Parents Without Partners
Washington. D C.

Joseph Giordano
Director
Loud Caplan Center on Group

identity and Mental Health
, Institute on Pluralism and

Group Identity
Anierican Jewish Committee
New York. New York

4
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Ronald GOKI
Staff-Assistant

ottiltaKley TasIspEgrce
. Pivot

Rabbi Irving Greenberg
Director
National Jewish Conference

Center
New York. New York

Cohn Greer
Executive Editor
Social Policy Magazine
New York. New-York'

Mary Gay Harm
Director. Program Unit
National Board. Y.WC A.
New York. New York

Robert B. Hill
Director
Department of Research
National Urban League
Washington. 0.C.

Ellen S. Hoffman
Director of Governmenta6Affairs'
Children's Defense Fund
Washington. D C

Paul E. Hopkps
Executive Director
Association of Couples sot

Manage Enncturient
Winston-Sir. North Carolina
Martha Nuffine
Vice President. Region III
National Parent Teachers

Association
Wiliwgton, North/Carolina

Theodore Michael Koren,
Executive Director
Mediating Structures Proinfct
New York. New York

Lily Kliarrazi.
Consultant
Louis Caplan Center on Group

.Identity and Mentalliealth
institute on Pluralism and

Group Identity
American Jewish Committee
New York. New York

Emily Layzer
Staff Associate
National Council for Homemaker

Home Health Aide Services. Inc.
New Writ. tiew York

Rhonda Lee
Administrative Assistant of

Project Development
Wisconsin Center for Public Policy
Madison, Wsconsin

Irving M. Levin*
Director

Jnstitute on Plural and
Group identity

Andricanalewish Co mittee
New York. New York

Marion Levine
Executive Director
North Shore Child Guidance Center
Manhasset. New York

Eugene Utwak
Professor
Sociology and Social Work
Columbia University School of

Social Work -5

New York. New York

William C. McCready
Senior Study Director
National Opinion Research Center
University of Chicago
Chicago. Illinois

John L McKnight
Associate Director
The Center for Urban Affairs
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois -
Stdrociabilier
CoDeveloper of Couple

Communication
Department of Medicine
Univeraltrof Minnesota
Minneapolis. Minnesota

4
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Candace P Mueller
Director

Child Welfare Planng
'Hecht Institute for Sta i

Child Welfare League of Amenca
O.C.

AsiGerhard Neubeck
Mr President

National Council on Family
Nations

Professor
University of Minnesota

.St. Paul. Minnesota

Reverend Richard Neuhaus
Senior Editor
101orldview Magazine
Nikes York. New York.

Barbara Oliver
Director of Communications
Future Hornilmaliers of Amenca
Washington, D.C.

Wade Parker
Deputy Commissioner for Program
Department of Human Services
Chicago. Illinois

Carolyn Reed
'Board Member
Women's ActIOn Aliilitce
New York. New York

Frank Reissman ,

CoDirector
New Human Services Institute
New York. New York

Robert M Rice. Ph.D.
Chairperson
Coalition for the Whits House

Conference on Fahtilies
Director
Policy Analysis and DevelopmeM
Family Service Association of ,

Arnenca.
New York. New York

David G. Roth
Midwest Director
Institute on Pluralism and

Group Identity
American Jewish Committee'
Chicago. Illinois

Reverend G. William Sleek
Director
Family Ministries and Human

bexuality
National Council of Churches
New York. New York

Leon Smith
Director of Farrhly Ministries
United Methodist Church
NationeeiCourial of Churches
Nashville, Tennessee

John P' Spiegel. M.0
Director
Ethnicity and Mental Health

Training Program
The Florence Heller Graduate

. School for Advanced Studios
in Social WOE*

\Brandeis University
Waltham. MasSathusetts

William Stevenson
Director of Project Development
Wisconsin Center for Public Policy
Madison. Wsconsin

Deena Slower
Member
Center for the Family
American Home Economics

Association
Special Projects Director
Witconsin Department of Public

Instruction
Cfreenfield. Wisconsin

Margaret ThoMlison
Coordinator of Family Services
Catholic Social Services
Milwaukee. Wisconsin
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WING6:3REA0

The building Frank Uoyd, Wright- cal0e1,...,co Foundation's trustees that Wingspread will
. Wingspread. situated on a rolling prairie site take its place increasingly as a national

just north of Racine, Wisconsin. was designed \ institution devoted to the free exchange of
in 1938 as a residence for the Johnson family. ideas among people.

'In 3960. through the gift of Mr. and Mrs. F.
Johnson. it became the headquarters of The

7.--tt Johnson Foundation and began its career as
'nen educational conference center.

19.the years'since.'it has been thie setting for
many cpnferences and meetings dealing with
subjects of regional. national;, ant,inter-
national Interest. It is the Mope of the

The rolling expanse of the Midwestern
prairies was considered a natural setting for
Wingspiead. In the limitless earth the
architect' envisioned at freedom and move-
ment. The nametiAngspread was an expres-
sion of the nature of the house, reflecting
aspiration through spread wings --.e.symbol

if of soanng Inspiration.

THE JOHNSON FOUNDATION
H. Vjohnson

Founder ,

BOARD OF TRUSTEES ry
Samuel C. Johnson

Chairman

Melvin Brorby
Vice - President

JamillaL. Allen
Catherine B. Cleary

:Jerome H. Holland
Harold H. time

Daniel Parker
George H. Wheary. Jr.

Leslie Paffrath
President

The Johnson Foundation encourages
the examination of a variety of problems
facing the Midwest, the Nation, and
mankind. In the belief that responsible
analyses and proposals shoOld reach a
substantial audience, The Johnson
Foundation assists in the publication of
various papers and Worts. Publication,
of course, does not imply approval,
Additional copies of this report may be
obtained from The Johnson Founda-
tion, Racine, Wisconsin p3401.

This Wingspread conference was spon-
sored by the Coalition for the White
House Conference, on Families, in
cooperation with The Johnson Founda-
tion. April 1978/Report prepared by Rod
French.

J.

Editor for this report: Richard Kinch, Program ,Associate, The Johnson Foundation Design by Cheiker Design Group Published April 1979.
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